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Examine or Print PAQ/WRQ Items
Clicking Examine or print PAQ/WRQ items in the Choose an evaluation method screen below,

points to a listing of item definitions and rating scale anchor point information that can be printed one item per
page (for esthetic reasons) or splitting items across pages to save paper. Once printed, it might be useful to bind the
pages.
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In the definitions, after text that states what the item intends to measure histograms show the distribution of
0–5 ratings on Reading words across the 2,491 jobs in the master PAQ database. Recall that every job has a PAQ
rating from 0-5 on each job element. With regard to Item #1 Reading words screen above, the height of the column
in the 0.0–0.9 bin shows that approximately 200 jobs were rated between 0.0–0.9, fewer than 500 jobs between 1.0–
1.9, about 750 jobs between 2.0–2.9, and so on. From visual inspection, the total number of jobs added across these
intervals appears to approximate 2,500—actually 2,491, the number of jobs in the master PAQ database. Each item
has its own unique distribution of PAQ ratings, so it is imperative to use its histogram to anchor the rating of a
person’s capability or tolerance on that item and in setting an item limit value.

The median PAQ rating for Reading words is 2.7. The median may help the occupational specialist to contemplate an individual’s level of capability or tolerance and whether it makes sense to choose a rating value above or
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below the median. It is kind of a check point to help the rater to enter a rating or item limit value. It is not imperative to use the median, but the median may be helpful

The table of rating scale levels by job titles further guides ratings and its use is imperative. This table shows
a selection of jobs in the database that have been rated at each level by job analysts. Jobs that are listed at the upper
end of the rating scale on Item #1, such as Attorney or Claim Adjuster, obviously merit higher ratings on Reading
words than jobs near the bottom of the scale, such as Tree Trimmer or Machine Feeder. A job analyst who rates a
job on the PAQ compares the requirement for reading words on that job with reading requirements for other jobs
in this table to arrive at an appropriate rating. An occupational specialist who rates an individual’s capability or tolerance on any item must use its histogram, may use its median, and must use its table of job titles by rating scale
levels to rate capabilities and tolerances and to set item limits.

Compare the fairly symmetrical distribution of ratings in Item #1 Reading words above with the skewed distribution of ratings in Item #93, Regular hand-held power tools below.

It appears that roughly 1,800 of the 2,491 ratings on this item across all jobs fall into the 0.0–0.9 bin. The
median of PAQ ratings on this item is 0.8. Notice how few jobs were rated in bins other than between 0.0–0.9.
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Therefore, rating an individual higher than the 0.9 on this item would imply that the person had some job-related
experience with regular hand-held power tools.
Suppose a Sander, Machine (the example job rated 5.0 on Item #93) lost the strength and control necessary
to use hand-held power tools. The histogram indicates that most jobs do not require use of hand-held power tools.
The more significant the loss of function, the lower the item limit. However, the lower the item limit, the fewer
jobs will be listed in the section of the report that lists jobs with PAQ ratings that do not exceed item limits. For this
reason, if individual can no longer use a Regular hand held power tool, it is better to set the item limit toward the
0.9 upper limit in that bin, rather than at 0.1.
In many surveys, ratings at the mid-point of the scale indicate ―average.‖ PAQ ratings on Item #1 Reading
words are distributed more or less symmetrically, so on this item a midpoint rating of 2.5 approximates an average
rating (the median is 2.7). However, raters need to resist the mistaken notion that the ―average‖ rating on any
WRQ item is 2.5. A rating of 2.5 on Item #1 Reading words is not far from the median. A rating of 2.5 on Item
#93 Hand-held power tools is extreme, considering this item’s ratings histogram.
At the bottom of the page of each item definition, the entry blanks to Rate this Item and to Limit this Item
are nonfunctional when Examine or print PAQ/WRQ items was clicked in the Choose an evaluation screen below.

Clicking the 4th choice in the Choose an evaluation screen, Generate a list of jobs that are potentially appropriate
for an individual with functional limitations activates these

viewed after clicking either choice.

blanks. Obviously, PAQ/WRQ item definitions can be

